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Global PMI  
Price pressures revive as global business reports faster 

order book growth  
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Global business reports best order book growth for over three years  
Å Global economic growth held steady at a 2½ year high in November, according to the headline JP Morgan PMIÊ, compiled 

by IHS Markit . Historical comparisons suggest that the latest PMI indicates global GDP (measured at market prices) is 

rising at an annual rate of just over 2.5%. Faster order book growth in both services and manufacturing, collectively rising 

at the steepest rate since September 2014, indicated that the pace of expansion could improve at the end of the year. Job 

creation continued to run at its highest for 6½ years as firms expanded capacity to meet future demand.  

Å The gap between the developed world and emerging markets remained marked, with the latter continuing to underperform 

relative to developed world growth ï a trend which has been evident since 2013, with the gap showing signs of widening.  

Developed v emerging market output*  
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Global PMI* & economic growth  

Sources: IHS Markit, JP Morgan . Source: IHS Markit.  
* PMI shown above is a GDP weighted average of the survey output indices.  
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Signs of global investment rising at fastest rate since 2010  

Charts below compare PMI Output Index readings for the various 

sub -sectors covered by the surveys . The ranking (bar) chart 

highlight how other (non -banking) financial services have seen the 

fastest output growth of all sectors in both November and the 

year - to -date.  However, particularly encouraging is the strong 

performance of tech equipment makers (who have seen the 

second -strongest performance so far this year) and machinery and 

equipment makers (seventh place in November). These sectors are 

bellwethers of global investment spending and are enjoying some 

of the strongest demand growth since 2010, pointing to rising 

global business investment.   

Global Sector PMI Output Index  
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Eurozone leads developed world upturn, Russia heads emerging markets  

Å The eurozone  extended its lead in terms of the growth differentials between the four largest developed world economies, 

leading the pack fo r the tenth month running in November as growth accelerated to the fastest since April 2011. In 

contrast, growth slowed in the US, UK and Japan, albeit in each case remaining consistent with further solid (but 

unspectacular) economic growth in the fourth quarter.  

Å A mixed picture was meanwhile seen across the four major óemergingô economies. The fastest expansion was again seen in 

Russia, led by a resurgent service sector. Growth perked up slightly in China from Octoberôs 16 -month low, but remained 

subdued, notably in manufacturing. Indiaôs expansion also remained disappointingly modest, with business hit again by the 

sales tax. Brazil saw the worst performance, however, having slipped into decline for two consecutive months.  

Major developed markets*  
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 Source: IHS Markit, CIPS, Nikkei.  Sources: IHS Markit, Caixin, Nikkei.  
* PMI shown above is a GDP weighted average of the survey output indices.  
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No declines seen in manufacturing for first time in over a decade  
Å The global manufacturing PMI  rose to its highest for over 

6½ years in November, with output, new orders and 

employment growth all strengthening. Even better news 

came on the broadening -out of the upturn: for the first 

time in a decade, no country reported a deterioration. 

Only Thailand failed to expand, reporting a stagnation of 

manufacturing activity.  

Å European countries continued to dominate, holding all 

top eight places in the rankings. Australia recorded the 

fastest growing manufacturing sector outside of Europe, 

followed by Taiwan. The latters performance stood in 

contrast to many other Asian countries, including China, 

which occupied the bottom five spots in the rankings  

Sources: IHS Markit, JPMorgan, ISO, CIPS, NEVI, Nikkei, BME, Bank Austria, Investec , AERCE, Caixin, HPI, Thomson Reuters Datastream . © 2017 IHS Markit. All Rights Reserved.  

http://www.markit.com/Commentary/Get/06122017-Economics-Global-manufacturing-PMI-hits-highest-since-March-2011
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Global manufacturing price pressures at highest since 2011  

Å The upturn was accompanied by a further rise in price pressures, notably in manufacturing. Average factory selling prices 

showed the largest monthly rise since May 2011, often as a result of firms needing to pass higher costs on to customers. 

Average input prices also showed the largest increase since May 2011, in part driven by higher oil prices, which rose 6% 

during the month . 

Å However , many price hikes were again associated with suppliers being busier, and therefore enjoying a sellersô market as 

demand often outstripped supply. Average suppliersô delivery times have been lengthening to the greatest extent since 

2011 in recent months, albeit with some reduction in the number of delays in November, suggesting that global input cost 

inflation may be increasingly driven by demand outpacing supply.  

 

 

 

Global supply delays and prices  
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Sources: IHS Markit, JPMorgan.  
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Global supply delays and output  

Sources: IHS Markit, JPMorgan.  
 


